Introduction
Short pulse sources of electrons have applications in many fields. They range from high energy particle accelerators, free electron lasers, high power microwave generators, and ion sources. Much recent work has focussed on the use of the photoelectric effect to produce these short pulses 1,2. With photoemission, the electron burst will have a temporal behaviour similar to that of the exciting light. By using short pulse length laser excitation, picosecond pulses of electrons have been produced3.
The application of laser-excited photocathodes to ion sources has several unique requirements. In addition to the requisite good electron yield and short pulse capability, if the photocathode is placed within the ion generating chamber, it must operate under conditions of only modest or partial vacuum. In addition, the photocathode may be exposed to the ions created in the source. Finally, if large electron yields are realized, the peak current from the photocathode may be limited by space-charge effects. Although extraction with high voltage grids is possible, it would be preferable to avoid the use of very high voltage supplies or complicated accelerator structures while still providing a large space charge limit and minimal temporal distortion.
In this paper, we report a new configuration for a laser- shown to be effective in producing nanosecond pulses of electrons with peak currents in excess of lA.
II. Experimental
The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 1 . The disk shaped polycrystalline LaB6 photocathode was 19 mm in diameter. The LaB6 was placed in a cathode holder4
which allowed an electric current to pass from the center of the disk to its outer edge. This steady-state current, < 10 V and < 500 A, was used to heat the cathode resistively. The "heater" power supply and the cathode itself could be biased using a 400 V, 5 A DC power supply when operating the experiment with plasma extraction. This "discharge" power supply provided the current to maintain the continuous discharge.
The cathode holder was placed in a multicusp ion sourceS. In both Lafferty's and Oettinger's experiments, the LaB6 was treated at high temperature and stored in vacuum at <10-5 torr.
The space charge limited current density which can be extracted from the photocathode is given by9 subject to the uncertainty in the exact value of As, and assumes no gradients in ne and T e but it illustrates the fact that the plasma can effectively extract electrons from the photocathode.
While using plasma extraction, the photocurrent was measured as a function of various discharge parameters.
Although no large variation in the current was observed for changes in the H2 pressure, a dependence upon the discharge voltage was observed. Figure 4 shows this dependence for several incident laser energies. As can be seen, at lower discharge voltages the signal increases with applied voltage, until an asymptotic value is reached. Two observations can be made: .... 
